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STRING VARIABLE GRAMMAR:  
A LOGIC  GRAMMAR FORMALISM FOR 
THE B IOLOGICAL  LANGUAGE OF  DNA 
DAVID B. SEARLS 
~> Building upon Definite Clause Grammar (DCG), a number of logic gram- 
mar systems have been developed that are well-suited to phenomena in 
natural language. We have proposed an extension called String Variable 
Grammar (SVG), specifically tailored to the biological anguage of DNA. 
We here rigorously define and characterize this formalism, showing that it 
specifies a class of languages that properly contains the context-free lan- 
guages, but is properly contained in the indexed languages. We give a 
number of mathematical nd biological examples, and use an SVG vari- 
ant to propose a new abstraction of the process of gene expression. A
practical implementation called GF_~LANG is described, and some recent 
results in parsing genes and other high-level features of DNA sequences are 
summarized. <~ 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The realms of formal anguage theory and computational linguistics have heretofore 
extended primarily to natural human languages, artificial computer languages, and 
little else in the way of serious applications. However, because of rapid advances 
in the field of molecular biology, it now appears that biological sequences such as 
DNA and protein, which are, after all, composed quite literally of  sets of strhags 
over well-defined chemical alphabets, may well become the third major domain 
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of the tools and techniques of mathematical nd computational linguistics. The 
work of the author [25, 26, 28-31] and a number of others [4-6, 13] has served 
to establish the "linguistic" character of biological sequences from a number of 
formal and practical perspectives, while at the same time the international effort to 
map and sequence the human genome is producing data at a prodigious rate. Not 
only do these data promise to provide a substantial corpus for further development 
of the linguistic theory of DNA, but their enormous quantity and variety may 
demand just such an analytic approach, with computational ssistance, for their 
full understanding. 
The language of DNA, consisting of strings over the four-letter alphabet of the 
nucleotide bases "a," "c," "g," and "t," is distinguished first of all by the sizes of 
those strings. The human genome contains 24 distinct ypes of chromosomes, each 
in turn containing double helices of DNA, with lengths totaling over three billion 
bases. Scattered among the chromosomes are genes which can extend over tens of 
thousands of bases, and which are arguably the "sentences" of the genetic language, 
possessing as they do extensive substructure of their own [28]. Moreover, genes 
and similar high-level features occur in a wide range of forms, with arrangements 
of "words" of base sequences seemingly as varied as those in natural language. 
Clearly, any attempt o specify and perhaps to parse such features must deal first 
and foremost with the sheer magnitude of the language, in terms of both lengths 
of strings and cardinality. However, there are other, more subtle challenges, having 
to do with the nature of the strings to be described. Some of these features of the 
language, around which the author has been developing rammatical formalisms 
and practical domain-specific parsers, are described in the following section. The 
reader may find additional biological detail in any standard textbook of molecular 
biology (e.g., [18, 34] or the more concise [33]). 
1.1. The Language of DNA 
One of the abiding curiosities of formal anguage theory is the vastly different status 
of the language of even-length palindromes, {wwnlw C Z*}, and the copy language 
{wwlw E Z*}. Although the latter language is intuitively simpler, it is beyond 
context-free, while the former is the archetypical context-free language. Despite the 
fact that the languages differ only by a trivial operation on the last halves of the 
strings (i.e., string reversal, denoted by superscript R), the distinction between the 
nested ependencies and crossing dependencies of the identity relationships creates 
the well-known theoretical gulf. This is particularly troubling in the domain of 
DNA, where both themes are important, and where examples of the two languages 
are easily interchangeable by the common biological operation of inversion. It 
should be noted, however, that inversion of DNA is more than simple string reversal. 
This is because DNA is a double-stranded molecule, with the strands possessing an 
opposite directionality: the bases that lie across from each other in the two strands 
pair in a complementary fashion, i.e., "g" pairs with "c" and vice versa, and "a" 
pairs with "t" and vice versa. Inverting a substring of DNA actually requires not 
only that a double-stranded segment be excised and reversed, but that the opposite, 
complementary strands be rejoined, to maintain the proper directionality. The 
result is that in the reversed string each base is replaced by its complement, in what 
amounts to a string homomorphism [28]. Thus, a grammar for simple biological 
palindromes would be S --~ gSc [ cSg [aSt [ tSa [ e (where the vertical bars denote 
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disjunction and e is the empty string). In a domain where copy languages are of very 
similar status to this, one might well wish for an equally succinct characterization. 
The biological "operation" of inversion is just one of many types of mutation to 
which DNA is subject, in the course of evolution; others include deletion, insertion, 
and transposition, in addition to simple point mutations involving substitution of 
bases. One of the most important operations is duplication, which in fact is a 
central mechanism of molecular evolution: a substring is duplicated, and then the 
copies may evolve apart by further mutation until they assume different functions. 
This has several important consequences. First, it serves to further emphasize the 
importance of copy languages vis-h-vis DNA. Second, it indicates that features of 
a similar nature can vary as a consequence of mutation, and indeed approximate 
matching at a lexical level will prove to be an important factor in parsing. Third, 
it suggests that features might exhibit movement phenomena, perhaps reminiscent 
of natural anguage, and again this is borne out by observation: regulatory signals, 
in particular, exhibit a degree of "free word order" in their relative placements. 
DNA is also noteworthy for the large degree of interleaving and even overlap in 
the information it encodes. The business of a gene is actually to be transcribed to 
another (similar) type of molecule called RNA, which has its own language deter- 
mining how it can fold up into secondary structure and how it is further processed 
by internal deletion ("splieint~') or other forms of editing. RNA, in turn, is most 
often systematically translated to protein, which has a vastly different alphabet and 
functional repertoire. While DNA has its own signals which determine operations 
performed irectly on it in the nucleus of the cell, it also contains within the same 
regions the encoded sequences of RNA and protein and the signals necessary for 
their processing and functioning at different imes in other parts of the cell. This 
overloading of the language of DNA can go to extremes, for instance, in cases where 
more than one protein is encoded in literally overlapping DNA sequence. 
Where information is overlapping, the resulting language amounts to an intersec- 
tion of the individual anguages involved. This can have serious formal implications 
since, for example, the context-free languages are not closed under intersection. 
Even for interleaved languages, the necessity of specifying features with distinctly 
different "vocabularies" in the same grammar can be awkward. 
Another general characteristic of much DNA is the relative sparseness of its 
information content. Genes comprise only a few percent of many genomes, and the 
vast tracts between genes, although they may contain important regulatory regions 
or establish global properties, are almost certainly expendable in some degree. Even 
genes themselves are interrupted by long sequences called introns that do not encode 
anything essential to the final protein gene product, and are in fact spliced out of 
the corresponding RNA. 
Finally, it should be borne in mind that the strings of these biological languages 
are literal, physical objects. In particular, they interact not only with their environ- 
ment (including DNA-binding proteins that recognize specific "words") and with 
other strings (as in the double helix of DNA), but also with themselves (as in RNA 
secondary structure). In the latter case, the RNA actually bends back upon itself 
and base pairs as if it were the two halves of a double helix; this, in fact, occur~ at 
biological palindromes of the sort described above, for reasons that may be appar- 
ent. Such structures can become quite complex and highly branched, producing not 
only palindromic regions, but additional forms of noncontext-free phenomena, nd 
showing evidence of a purposeful ambiguity in the sense that multiple structures 
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arise from the same sequence of bases [28, 29]. Such interactions between elements 
of a string folding back on itself form natural dependencies, which we might well 
wish to capture using appropriate grammar formalisms. 
1.2. Grammars for DNA 
The simple context-free language of biological palindromes given above, and elab- 
orations of it, capture many important biological phenomena that have been pre- 
viously investigated by the author [28, 29]. Specifying the equally important copy 
languages, of course, requires a more powerful grammar, as do other biological 
examples of interest [29]. It has been claimed that natural anguages are beyond 
context-free, based on the evidence of reduplicative phenomena [32] of which copy 
languages are a "pure" form. This has helped to instigate a search for nontrans- 
formational grammar formalisms that are beyond context-free, but which are just 
sufficiently powerful to account for linguistic phenomena without ascending to the 
level of context-sensitive grammars. This "minimalist" approach is motivated not 
only by formal difficulties associated with context-sensitive grammars (e.g., in terms 
of closure and decidability properties, and tractability of parsing), but also by a 
hope that the search for a formalism with just necessary and sufficient power would 
help to elucidate the nature of the linguistic observations themselves. 
It has been suggested that indexed grammars [2}, whose languages lie strictly 
between context-free and context-sensitive and are well-characterized mathemati- 
cally [3], account for certain linguistic phenomena in a natural way Ill]. Indexed 
grammars allow for the stackwise attachment of index symbols to grammar non- 
terminals, which are pushed or popped in the course of derivations, and which are 
copied from the left-hand side nonterminal of a rule to all nonterminals on the 
right-hand side when that rule is invoked (see Definition 2.6). Indexed languages 
are similar to context-free languages in terms of closure and decidability properties 
[15], yet there is a school of thought hat still considers them too powerful for nat- 
ural languages in the sense that their generative capacity goes far beyond what is 
required; for example, they include sets such as {a 2"~ I n >_ 0} that are likely to be 
of interest only to mathematicians. Moreover, recognition of indexed languages i  
NP-complete [22]. 
A number of more limited extensions to context-free grammars have been pro- 
posed. Savitch [24], for example, deals with copy languages by adding a stack 
marker to a pushdown automaton and permitting the stack to be treated as a 
queue, in a constrained fashion that just suffices to account for a number of (al- 
though apparently not all) reduplicative phenomena in natural language; these 
include repeats such as {wh(w) I w E E*} that are not actually identical, but 
rather entail homomorphisms h : E --~ A* to a possibly distinct alphabet. The 
class of languages generated by his reduplication pushdown automata (RPDA) prop- 
erly contain the context-free languages, and are in turn properly contained in the 
indexed languages. 
Many other such linguistically-motivated formalisms, typified by tree adjoin- 
ing grammars (TAGs) [16], also generate languages that lie strictly between the 
context-free and indexed languages. A number of these have been shown to be 
weakly equivalent (that is, they generate the same strings, although not necessarily 
via the same structures), and have been referred to collectively as TAG languages 
[24]. They have been classified by Joshi and co-workers as mildly context-sensitive 
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grammars (MCSGs), based on a list of criteria deemed important for natural an- 
guages, e.g., they can be parsed in polynomial time [17]. Indeed, members of this 
class have been shown to account for a very large number of linguistic examples, 
and their convergence suggests that some underlying principle is at work. (TAGs, 
it should be noted, handle some examples beyond the reach of RPDAs [24].) 
The field of logic grammars has also been largely concerned with capturing a 
number of specific natural language phenomena [1], although reduplication has 
not been prominent among them. Definite clause grammar (DCG) represents a 
syntactic variant of the Prolog language, by which a simple grammar translator 
produces Horn clauses that hide string manipulation concerns from the user and 
implement a parser by way of standard Prolog search [19, 20]. Colmeraurer's meta- 
morphosis grammar [7], in fact, also allowed additional symbols on the left-hand 
sides of grammar ules, and since that time, a number of elaborations have dealt 
with phenomena such as extraposition and conjunction without being overly con- 
cerned with position on the Chomsky hierarchy. In part, this may be a natural 
consequence of the fact that logic grammar implementations allow parameters and 
procedural attachment, potentially raising any such formalism to Turing power. In 
particular, many logic grammar systems have made free use of logic variables to 
copy and move constituents, as in the discontinuous grammar (DG) of Dahl and 
co-workers [8]. 
With the goal of extending the power of context-free grammars to encompass 
certain biological (rather than natural language) phenomena in a concise form easily 
implemented as a logic grammar, the author has proposed the formalism of string 
variable grammar (SVG) [26]. SVG was inspired by indexed grammar, and in par- 
ticular by the ease with which indexed grammars could be implemented as logic 
grammars by simply attaching stacks as list arguments to nonterminals. How- 
ever, SVGs prove to be considerably more concise and readable. As originally 
proposed, SVGs permitted logic variables occurring on the right-hand side of a 
grammar ule to consume and become bound to arbitrary substrings from the in- 
put, and then to "replay" those bindings at other positions where the same variables 
recurred. Thus, a copy language could be implemented by the single logic gram- 
mar rule s --> X, X, where the logic variable X represented the identical substrings 
on the input, bound by a special mechanism added by the grammar translator. 
This mechanism served to manage stack manipulations behind the scenes (just as 
DCGs hide the input string), and to keep the rather byzantine derivations char- 
acteristic of indexed grammars from the purview of the derivation tree. SVGs in 
this form were reminiscent of other logic grammar formalisms uch as DG [1, 8]; 
however, additional machinery was necessary to place palindromes on the same 
footing as copy languages, as well as to deal with homomorphisms such as base 
complementarity. Since their first, informal introduction, others have translated 
SVGs to both a generalized pattern language [14] and to a string-based first-order 
logic [21]. 
In this paper, we present a generalized form of SVG, which supports addi- 
tional biologically-relevant operations by going beyond homomorphisms, instead 
uniformly applying substitutions in either a forward or reverse direction (see Def- 
inition 2.1) to bindings of logic variables. We give a constructive proof of our 
conjecture [26] that the languages describable by SVG are contained in the indexed 
languages, and furthermore show that the containment is proper, thus refining the 
position of an important class of biological sequences in the hierarchy of languages. 
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We also describe a simple grammar translator, give a number of examples of math- 
ematical and biological languages, discuss the distinctions among SVG, DG, TAG, 
and RPDAs, and suggest extensions well-suited to the overlapping languages of 
genes. Finally, we describe a large-scale implementation f a domain-specific parser 
called GENLANG which incorporates a practical version of these ideas, and which 
has been successful in parsing several types of genes from DNA sequence data [9, 
30], in a form of pattern-matching search termed syntactic pattern recognition [10]. 
2. STR ING VARIABLE  GRAMMAR 
The intuition behind string variable grammars is straightforward. We wish to 
allow a new kind of variable on the right-hand sides of grammar ules that can 
become bound to arbitrary strings, and generate those bindings as often as the 
string variable recurs within the scope of that rule, ~ la logic variables. In adapting 
this notion to the domain of DNA, we have found it desirable to allow the bindings 
also to undergo string reversal and homomorphic mappings uch as simple base 
complementarity [26]. In what follows, we generalize these features by: (1) allowing 
the mapping operations to be set-valued string substitutions rather than singleton 
string-valued homomorphisms; (2) stipulating that string variables actually become 
bound to strings over an alphabet possibly distinct from the terminal alphabet, and 
are in all cases mapped to terminal strings by some substitution; and (3) permitting 
string variables to be attached to nonterminals, and thus transmitted through a 
derivation recursively. (Additional generalizations will also be discussed in a later 
section). For a less formal introduction, the reader may first wish to skip to Section 
2.4, which describes a simple logic grammar implementation. 
2.1. Definitions 
The fundamental operation of substitution [15] is defined as follows: 
Definition 2.1. A substitution is a function that maps single alphabetic elements 
to sets of strings over another alphabet; where the latter sets are each finite, the 
substitution is, in turn, called finite. A substitution f : A -~ 2 ~* is extended 
from alphabets.to strings (using a distinguishing notation +f :A*  -~ 2 E*) 
inductively by invoking set products as follows: 
1) = {c} 
2) +f(aw) = f (a ) .  +f(w) for a e A and w • A*. 
We also allow an alternative form as follows: 
1') -1(¢) = (c} 
2') - f (aw)  = - f (w)- f (a)  for a • A and w • A* 
Note that a substitution +f  based on an f whose range consists of singleton sets 
amounts to a string homomorphism [15], while - f  is known as an involution [29]. 
In all such cases below, the range will be given as the strings themselves rather 
than the singleton sets of those strings. When F, --, A, the homomorphism based 
on the identify function, 1: a ~-* a for a c ~, is thus the identity function on strings 
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over that alphabet, while the involution based on the identity function corresponds 
to simple string reversal. However, we note the following: 
Lemma 2.1. For substitutions f : A --~ 2 r'* , it is the case that 
(1) for all f and w • A*, - f (w)  = + f(w R) and + f(w) = - f(wR),  but 
(2) there exist f and w • A* such that - f (w)  ¢ + f(w) R and + f(w) 7 ~ - f(w) R. 
PROOF. (1) follows easily from the inductive definition, while (2) is exemplified by 
f : a ~ bc, for which - f (aa)  = +f(aa)  = bcbc but +f(aa)  R = - f (aa)  R = cbcb. 
[] 
We will use the symbol + to specify the set of symbols {+, -}  or, where the 
context is obvious, either symbol in that set. Such operations will be central to the 
definition of a string variable grammar (SVG), formally stated as follows: 
Definition 2.2. A string variable grammar is a 7-tuple G = <~, A, N, S, V, F, P/  
where ~ is a finite set of terminal symbols, N is a finite set of nonterminal 
symbols or variables, and S E N is a distinguished start symbol; these are treated 
as in ordinary context-free grammars. In addition, A is a finite set of specification 
symbols, V is a finite set of string variable symbols, and F is a finite set of finite 
substitutions f:  A --, 2 r~*. All sets of symbols are pairwise disjoint, except 
possibly N and A. By a slight abuse of notation, each function label f C F will 
also be considered to be a symbol in the grammar, called a substitution symbol. 
As before, substitutions will be extended to strings in A*, called specifications, 
and 4- = {+, -}  will also be symbols in the grammar. String variables can 
appear together with a signed substitution symbols, or attached to nonterminals, 
in compound symbols manipulated as single symbols. For convenience, we define 
for any SVG the set/I) = E U N U (V x 4- x F) U (N x V) of symbols and 
compound symbols that appear on the right-hand sides of productions. Such 
productions or rules, comprising the finite set P, can be in either of the forms 
(1) A --* ¢ or (2) As -~ ¢ where A • N, ¢ • ~*, and a • V, 
with the start symbol S appearing only in rules of the form S ~ ¢. 
It will be seen that string variables become bound to specifications in the course 
of a derivation, in a sense to be described, and that these in turn are mapped to ter- 
minal strings by substitutions. The attachment of string variables to nonterminals 
will allow their bindings to be passed through derivations. 
Generally, a substitution symbol f will be written in superscript preceded by one 
of 4-, and the underlying extended function will be written with an argument, e.g., 
+I versus i f (w) .  Thus, the compound symbols from V x 4- x F will be denoted 
a i f .  Those from N x V will be written As, and members of an additional set 
of compound symbols from N x A* will be written A,o. For any SVG, the set 
of symbols appearing in sentential forms (intermediate strings in a derivation, as 
defined below) will be • = E* U N U (N x A*), related to • by the following: 
Definition 2.3. For any SVG, a binding relation between ~* and ~*, denoted by an 
infix ~,z, is defined as follows: for ¢ - ¢1¢2"'" Cn with ¢i • ¢ for each 1 < i < n, 
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it is the case that ¢ -,~ ¢ if and only if ¢ can be written as ¢ I¢2 ' "  ¢~ with 
¢i E kO for each 1 < i < n where 
1. ¢~ = ¢i for each ¢~ E ~. U N, and 
2. for each c~ E V appearing in some compound symbol of ¢ there is some 
w E A*, called the binding of ~, such that 
(a) for all s f  E (:t= × F) for which some ¢i = c~sf, ¢i E Sf(w), and 
(b) for all B E N for which some ¢~ = B~, ¢i = B~. 
It should be stressed that every instance of a given string variable a in ¢ thus 
receives the same binding w, although that binding need not produce the same 
terminal substitution in ¢ for every such instance of a. This binding relation is 
then used to produce derivations from an SVG, as follows: 
Definition 9.4. A derivation in one step from an SVG, denoted as usual by an infix 
~,  is a relation between strings in ~* that can be thought of as a rewriting of 
a nonterminal embedded in a sentential form, and is defined for the two forms 
of productions as follows, for p, ¢, a E kO*: 
1. for A E N, pAa ~ pea iff there exists a (A -~ ¢) E P such that ¢ ~,~ ¢; 
and 
2. for Aw E (N × A*), pAwa ~ pea iff there exists a (As -* ¢) E P such that 
A~¢ ~ Awe. 
As usual, a derivation from an SVG G represents the reflexive and transitive 
closure of this relation, denoted ~,  the language L(G) generated by an SVG 
is the set of strings in E* resulting from any derivation starting with S. 
We also allow the following variant: 
Definition 2.5. An initialized string variable grammar is defined as before, except 
that: (1) a specification w called the initialization is given in a compound start 
symbol Sw E (N × A*), and (2) the nonterminal S from the compound start 
symbol appears only in rules of the form S~ -~ ¢. 
An initialization can be thought of as a parameter of the grammar as a whole. 
2.2. Formal Language Examples 
Context-free grammars pecifying palindromes fall into the following pattern: 
<E -- {a,, a2 . . . .  , an}, Y : {S}, S, P : {S --* a lSal  I a2Sa2 I " "  t anSan {e}). 
The same languages are generated by the SVG 
<~, A = Z, N -- {S}, S, Y = {w}, F = {1}, P -- {S --* ~d+lw-1}) 
where the burden of recording and reversing the substrings of the palindromes is 
transferred from the productions of the context-free grammar to, respectively, a 
string variable and identity substitutions in the SVG. Note, in particular, that the 
size and nature of P do not depend on ~. This shifting and division of labor are 
even more apparent in the case of noncontext-free copy languages, which typically 
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require much more complicated context-sensitive grammars with large numbers of 
productions (see, for instance, p. 15 of [12]). However, the corresponding SVG, 
again for any E, would be simply 
(E, A = E, N = {S}, S, V = {w}, F = {I}, P = {S -+ w+iw+i}>. 
Note that there is no change in the size of the grammar f om that of palindromes. 
As an example of an SVG with distinct F, and A, consider the well-known 
noncontext-free counting language {anbnc n ] n >_ I}. We can generate this lan- 
guage with the following SVG: 
= (a, h, c}, a = {x},  N = (S} ,  S, V = 
F={a : x~a,b  : x~b,c  : x~c},P={S- -*w+aw+bw+c}>.  
The need for more than one string variable is demonstrated by the SVG for the 
language {a~bmc~d m [ n >_ 1}, as follows: 
<X -- {a,b,c,d}, A ---- {x}, N = {S}, S, V = {v,#}, 
F = {a : x ~-+ a,b : x ~-* b ,c  : x ~-~ c,d : x H d}, P = {S -~ ,+a#+b,+c#+d}>. 
In all these languages, note the relationship between the single productions in 
the grammars and the set of specifications of the languages. 
To illustrate the use of string variables attached to nonterminals, consider the 
language consisting of an unbounded number of copies, {w ~ I w • ~*, n > 1}. This 
is generated by the following productions (the remainder of the grammar being the 
same as for copy languages): 
S --* ~+'~+iA~ A~ -~ w+lA~ I e. 
An example of an initialized SVG would be the same grammar without the S 
rule, instead using Aw as the start symbol, for some w • E*. However, we note 
that the resulting language is regular, being simply w*. We will see below that 
initializations are most useful in certain extended forms of SVG. 
Since context-free languages are closed under substitution [15], it may seem 
remarkable that these relatively powerful anguages are being generated by a com- 
bination of rules in context-free form and very simple substitution operations. This 
boost in power derives from the ability to capture substrings and reduplicate them 
throughout a rule body in either orientation, and furthermore to pass them "into" 
a nonterminal; the former allows for the establishment of either nested or crossing 
dependencies both within and between string variable bindings, while the latter 
allows for additional recursive propagation of the sort seen in the last example. 
2.3. String Variable Languages 
We now establish some results concerning the relationship of languages generated 
by SVGs, called string variable languages, to other language classes of interest. 
Theorem 2.1. The context-free languages are properly contained within the string 
variable languages. 
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PROOF. Any context-free grammar G = (Z, N, S, P / i s  equivalent to an SVG with- 
out string variables, G t = (~, 0, N, S, 0, 0, P). The examples of the previous ection 
demonstrate that the containment is proper. [] 
We will attempt o bound the generative capacity of SVGs from above by demon- 
strating their relationship to indexed grammars [2]. 
Definition 2.6. An indexed grammar is a 5-tuple G = <~, N, S, I ,  P> where F~, 
N, and S are defined as before, I is a finite set of indices, strings of which 
can be attached to nonterminals (which we will show as superscripts to those 
nonterminals), and P is a finite set of productions of the forms 
(1) A -* 7r or (2) A ~ B ~ or (3) A ~ ~ 7r 
where A,B  E N, l r c  (ZtAN)*,  and i E I. Whenever a rule of form (1) is 
applied, the string of indices previously attached to A is attached to each of the 
nonterminals (but not the terminals) in ~r. For rules of form (2), the index i is 
added to the front of the string of indices from A, and these are all attached to 
B. Finally, for rules of form (3), the index i at the head of the indices on A is 
removed, and the remainder are distributed over the nonterminals in 7r, as before. 
For the sake of convenience, we will also make use of numerous variant rule forms 
for indexed grammars, as follows: 
Lemma 2.2. An indexed grammar that in addition contains rules of the forms 
(4) A ~ B ij or (5) A ~J ~ 7r or (6) A ~ uBiv or 
(7) A ~ ~ B ~j or (8) A ~j --* B ~ or (9) A ~ BiG ~j, 
where A, B, C c N, ~r E (~ (A N)*, u,v E ~*, and i , j  c I, specifies an indexed 
language. 
PROOF. These additional rule types are easily implemented as strict indexed gram- 
mars by introducing unique new nonterminals and new productions. For example, 
rules of form (4) are replaced by the rules A --~ C j and C --* B i, and rules of form 
(9) by the rules A --~ DE, D --~ B i, E --~ FY, and F --* C i. [] 
We now proceed with the major result of this section. 
Lemma 2.3. The string variable languages are contained within the indexed lan- 
guages. 
PROOF. We show that any language generated by an SVG is also generated by 
an indexed grammar. 
Given any SVG G = (~, A, N, S, V, F, P>, we construct an equivalent indexed 
grammar G' = (~, N' ,  S, I ,  P ' /as  follows. The terminals and start symbols remain 
the same. The indices of G' are I : A t2 (+ × V) U {+, - ,  T}, i.e., the specification 
alphabet ogether with each of the possible string variables in a compound symbol 
with a sign, the sign symbols tanding alone, and a new termination symbol T. 
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The nonterminals of G' will be N'  = N U X U I1 U A U F, i.e., the nonterminals 
of G plus four new sets defined as follows. The set X will be constructed by 
decomposing the right-hand sides of rules in P, assigning unique new nonterminals 
for each symbol therein. Let Pi be the ith production in P, with right-hand sides 
of the form ¢1¢2"'" Cn, where Cj E ¢ (as in Definition 2.2). For each such i, create 
_ _  [l n+l a set Xi of new nonterminals Xi j  for 1 < j < n + 1, so that Xi = kgj=l Zi,j, and 
let the new set X = Ui x i .  
In addition, N'  will contain new sets H, A, and F of special compound nonter- 
minals, denoted using the set names as functors, defined as follows: 
1-I ---- {H(a  4-f, Xi , j )  I c~ :]:f e (V  × 4- × F) and Xi,j E X} 
U {II(B~, Xi,j) I B~ 6 (N × V) and Xi,j e X} 
A = {A(~+I) I ~+/e  (V x i x F)} 
W {A(4-f) I +f  6 (4- x F)} 
r = {r(A) I A ¢ N} u {F(B~) I Be ¢ (N x V)}. 
Finally, the set of productions P'  = (Ui P~) u Pn u PA tO Pr is constructed from 
subsets based on those of N' as follows. For each Pi E P, each new set Pi will 
contain: 
I) A + X~, 1 if the left-hand side of Pi is of the form A e N, or 
II) A s ---+ X s'~ if the left-hand side ofpi is of the form An ¢ (N x V), for s E 4-. i,1 
For rules of either form with right-hand sides ¢1¢2"'" Cn, where ¢i E • and 
1 < i < n, each new set Pi will also contain: 
1) Xi,j ---+ a. X~,j+I for ¢i = a 6 E 
2) Xi j  --+ II(c~+S,Xi,j+I) for ¢i = c ~±S E (V x 4- x F), if ¢i contains the first 
occurrence of (~ in Pi 
3) Xi,j --+ A((~±I) • Xi,j+l, for ¢i = c~ ±S 6 (V x 4- x F), if ¢i does not contain 
the first occurrence of ~ in Pi 
4) x~,j --+ F(B). Xi,j+ 1 for ¢~ = B e N 
5) X~,j -+ II(B/~, X~,j+I) for ¢~ = B/~ 6 (N x V), if ¢i contains the first occur- 
rence of fl in Pi 
6) Xi,j --+ F(B~) • Xio+l for ¢i = B~ E (N x V), if ¢i does not contain the first 
occurrence of/~ in Pi 
7) Xi,n-I-1 ~ £- 
Note that the dots "-" in these rules denote simple string concatenation, and are 
included for clarity. P '  will also contain the following productions for nonterminals 
in FI, A, and F, defined as follows: 
A) For each 1-l(c~ s/, Y) • II where s • 4- and Y • X, Pn contains 
I1(~ sy,Y) --+ u .H(~ ~S,Y)a for a l la•Aandu•f (a )  
n (~S,y )  -+ y~.  
B) For each H(B~, Y) • II where Y • X,  PH contains 
II(B~, Y) --+ II(B~, y)a  for all a • A 
FI(B~,Y) --+ B+Y +'~. 
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The effect of II is to generate novel specifications, "record" them in indices, 
and (in A) place their substitutions on the output as terminal strings. 
C) For each A(c~ 8S) E A where, r, s, t E =t=, iDA contains 
A(~S/) a -4 A(a~/) for all a E A 
A(aSf)  r/3 --~ A(a sf) for all r/3 E (:k x V) where a ¢/3  
A(c~/) r~ --* A(tf) where t is "+ " if r = s and " - " otherwise. 
D) For each a (s / )  E A, a E A, and u E / (a ) ,  Pa contains 
A(+f)  a -+ A(+f ) .u  
A( - f )  ~ -+ u -A( - f )  
A (+f )  i --+ e for a l l iE I -A .  
The effect of A is to "replay" a hound terminal string, the specification for 
which it first must retrieve from within the current indices. 
E) For each F(A) E P, Pr contains 
F(A) i --~ F(A) for a l l /E  I -  {r} 
r(A) ~ ~ A. 
F) For each F(B~) E F, Pr contains 
F(B~) ~ --+ B ~ fo rsE± 
F(B, )  ~ -~ P(Ba) for all a E A 
F(B~) sn --+ F(B~) for all st3 E (+ x V) where a ¢/3. 
The effect of F is to "process" a nonterminal, either emptying the indices or 
leaving an unlabeled string in the indices, to be bound to a string variable. 
Thus, the new set of productions is P '  = (Oi Pi)U Pn U Pa U Pr. This completes 
the construction of the grammar G'; we will show that any derivation using a 
production in P will produce a substring that is effectively equivalent (in a way 
that will be made clear) to one derived from a corresponding set of productions in 
P' ,  and vice versa. 
Let Pi be the ith production in P, one of the form A --+ q~lq~2 • . .  ~n ,  and Xi the 
corresponding partition of X in G'. By the construction of Xi, it can be seen that 
the subderivation i one step A a==~ ¢1¢2""  Cn in G (ignoring the flanking strings 
in the sentential form) will correspond to a multistep derivation in G': 
A ~a' x'~'l ~ O1 . . . . .  X~'12r ~G 0102" XiZ'a3zlr ~G' el On ~,n+lZn"'zlr ~G' O1 "'" On. 
Rule (I) above is used for the first step and rule (7) for the last step; each intervening 
series of steps shown begins with the application of a rule from (1-6) and continues 
by using rules (A-F) to derive each 0j E Y]* U N tO (N x I*). Now, the manner in 
which each Xi,j  expands to leave a corresponding Oj depends on the nature of Cj. 
When Cj = a E Z, rule (1) applies, and it can be seen that 0j = ~bj = Cj = a. 
When Cj = BE  N, first rule (4) applies and derives a P nonterminal, which then 
uses rules (E) to derive r (B)  z ~ B for index strings z E I* ending in r. Thus, G' 
it is the case that Oj = Cj = Cj = B, and again the grammars G and G' have an 
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equivalent effect. (The fact that F thus empties indices ensures that any appearance 
of nonterminals from N in a sentential form will always initiate a subderivation with 
empty indices.) In both of these cases also, nothing is added to the string of indices 
on X~d+l, that is to say, zj = e. 
For  Cj : oL sp E (V  x -I- x F ) ,  there are two subcases: if this is the first instance 
of c~ in ¢, then rule (2) applies, which invokes a II nonterminal and thence rules 
(A), proceeding as follows: 
Zj_ l ' "Z lT  
O1 . . .O j _ lX i , j  ~ O1 . .  O j_ l  . I](oLSP X i , j+ l )Z j _ l  .... , r  
G' 
01"" Oj-1 " Ul " II(o~sP, X i , j+ l )  a lz~- l" ' 'z l r  
G' 
01"" Oj-1 " Ulu2 " H(c~SP,X i , j+ I )  a~alzj- l" ' 'zVr 
G' 
01 . .  O j_ l  . u l  . . .uk .  I I (a  sp, X~, j+ I )  ~ ' 'a i z j - ' ' ' ' z l r  
G' 
ZSO~a k .. -a  1 Z~ _ 1 ' ' "g l  T 
===~ 01"" Oj-1 "U l ' ' 'Uk  • i , j+ l  
G' 
Zj ""Z1T 
= 01. .  O j .X i , j+  1 
where 0j = u l . . .uk  = +p(a l " 'ak )  and Zy = solak. . .a l .  Any string u derivable 
from a sp for any binding of a in G will also be derivable by this route in G'; we 
will show in a moment hat any such derivation in G' that does not  correspond to 
a derivation in G will never finally derive a terminal string in G'. Note that the 
construction of II is such that X~, j+ I ,  and thus the remainder of the nonterminals 
in the derivation from A all possess a record, zj, of the binding of a (together with 
an indication of the sign of the binding) in the growing list of indices on those 
nonterminals. 
If Oj = asq c (V  x + x F )  but a has appeared previously in ¢ (for example, 
via an earlier subderivation like that above), then rule (3) applies and invokes a A 
nonterminal in a complementary fashion: 
ZJ - I ' ' 'Z1T  • A(o~Sq)z J  "''Z1T Zj ' "Z1 T 
O1 ""O j - lX i ,  j ~01 . . .O j _  1 . X i , j+  1 
G' 
where again zj = e and there is no effect on the indices. If a has appeared previously, 
then there will be a record of its binding in the indices, either via a derivation like 
that above or, if it appeared attached to a nonterminal, by a mechanism to be 
described presently. Suppose that the first a appearing in the index string is in 
zn = raak . . ,  al, where n < j ,  and r is thus the sign of the substitution on that 
original binding. If r = s, so that the composition of the signs is positive, the 
expansion of the A above now proceeds via rules (C) (the first two lines below) and 
then (D) (the remainder) as 
- 
G' 
A(+q) ~k'' '~z~-~'' '~" 
G' 
A(+q) ~-~'''ai~"-~'''z~" "vk 
G' 
==~ A(+q)~i~._,...z,~. v2""vk  
G' 
A(  +q)  zÈ-l"' 'zar • v l  " " vk 
G' 
Vl ' • • Vk 
G' 
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and thus Oj = Vl  ' ' -  "ok = +q(al . "  ak). The reader may confirm that, if r ¢ s and 
thus the composition of signs is negative, the subderivation from the A nonterminal 
will instead produce 0j = vk . . .  vl = -q (a l - . .  ak). In either case, the outcome is 
the same as would be produced for ~bj by the grammar G. Moreover, it can be seen 
that, if some binding of a allowed by p is not allowed by some subsequent q, i.e., if 
some element of the binding is in the domain of p but not of q, then the preceding 
derivation could not be completed since the corresponding rule from (D) would not 
have been constructed. Thus, G and G' again have an equivalent effect. 
Now, for the case of Cj = B~ E (N x V), there are again two subcases, depending 
on whether Cj represents the first instance of a in ¢. If not, again suppose that 
the first a appearing in the index string is in z~ = scmk. . .a l ,  where n < j. The 
nonterminal r(B~) will be invoked by rule (6) as above and expanded by (F) to 
r (B~)Z,  ..... ...,,~ ~ F(Ba) *~ak'''a~z=-l'''z,r 
G'  
Bsak'"alz~-l""zl r 
G' 
J~Zr~'"ZlT 
where zn = sak . . -a ] .  Note that z,~ is not labeled in this case by an initial signed 
string variable, but rather by the sign alone. (From this point, B will produce a 
subderivation by a mechanism to be described.) If, however, this is the first ct in 
¢, I I will again be invoked so as to generate a binding for a, via rules (5) and (B). 
This proceeds as 
Ol . . .O j _ lX i : J j  - l " ' ' z l r  ~G~ O1. - 'O j -  1 • r I (B~,X i , j+ l )  z j - l " ' ' z l r  
01 . . .  Oj_  1 • l - I (Bc~,X i , j+ l )a l z j  - l " ' ' z l r  
G' 
01""  O j -1  " I I (Bv~, X i , j+ l )  a2a 'z j - l " ' ' z l r  
G' 
01 ' ' "  Oj_  1 • H(B~, Xi,j+l) ak'' 'aazj-t' ' 'z'r 
G'  
O1 . . . O j _ l  . B+a~. . .a l z j _ l . . . z l r  . y+aak . . .a l z j _ l . . . z l r  
G' ~ i , j+  l 
01 ." Oj z~.. .z lr  = . . X i , j+  1 
where Oj = B +a~'''alzj-l"''zlr and zj = +aak- - .  al. The binding of a is labeled by 
the compound symbol +a  in zj, which is passed along on the indices to Xi, j+l,  
but once more the binding of a attached to B in Oj is labeled with its sign only. 
The reason for this becomes apparent when we consider the second broad class of 
derivations, those arising from some Am E (N × V). We need not reconsider all the 
cases and subcases, but only the means by which such subderivations are initiated 
using rule (II). 
We have seen that in both of the subcases, where an Am could appear in a 
sentential form from G, the corresponding A in the sentential form from G' will 
have indices attached beginning with the sign of the substitution under which a 
was bound, followed by the binding of a, followed by either r or some additional 
bindings beginning with a signed string variable. The binding of a is not labeled 
with the symbol a itself because that binding may become attached to a different 
string variable symbol, e.g., when invoking a rule AZ --* ¢. Then, the subderivation 
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Am ~ ~ in G will correspond to 
8ak" 'a lZ j - l " 'Z lT  8~ak" 'a lZ j - - l ' "Z lT  * A --~.X~ 1 ~0~ 
in G', using rule (II) for the first step and rule (1-7) and (A-F) exactly as before 
for the remainder. The binding of a has been transferred to fl, together with the 
correct sign. Since this instance of fl will be the first one in the rule A~ --* ¢, this 
will be the binding used throughout the scope of the rule. However, the old bindings 
represented in the remainder of the indices zj-1 .-. zl will never be used since the 
string variables appearing there, should they also appear in the rule A~ -~ ¢, will 
represent a first occurrence in that rule, and so will be rebound in some z~ where 
~) j .  
Thus, we have shown that G and G ~ generate the same language, and therefore 
that any SVG specifies an indexed language. [] 
We can prove a slightly stronger esult, and gain some insight into the operation 
of string variables, with the following: 
Lemma 2.4. There exist indexed languages that are not generated by any string 
variable grammar. 
PROOF. The languages {a '~2 I n >_ 0} and {a 2"~ [ n >_ 0}, known to be indexed 
languages and not context-free [15], are not generated by any SVG. We show this, 
in outline, by first noting that SVGs generate xactly the same languages under 
slightly different notions of binding and derivation, amounting to "delayed evalua- 
tion" of string variables. Under such a scheme, string variables are left unbound in 
sentential forms as they are derived; they are, however, named apart (in familiar 
logic programming fashion) with new, unique variables from an augmented set V, 
except when the nonterminal being expanded has an attached string variable, in 
which case the corresponding string variables from the rule body are unified with 
that attached string variable. Thus, sentential forms are strings over ~P instead of 
• , and given a rule such as Am --* ce+g~+hB~, we might perform a derivation in 
one step w+/A~l ~" Wl 'Wf~l  '+g~2'+hr~2 , where each subscripted w is a new string 
variable not appearing in P. An overall derivation is thus of the form S~u ~.~ v 
where u c (E U (V × 5= × F))* and v E E*, the bindings being applied all at once 
in a final step. Note that identical string variables within the scope of a single 
rule, or unified across rules by attachment to nonterminals, receive identical bind- 
ings in exactly the same manner as they would in a normal derivation, albeit at a 
later time; by the same token, the naming apart of string variables in the course 
of the derivation ensures that variables bound independently at different imes in 
a normal derivation are also independently bound under this scheme. 
This being the case, we can see that any SVG G for which E = {a} would 
produce only derivations S~aZ°w~ f' aXlo3i~2f2a x2 . . "  o2~f"a x , ,  ~ a z, for some n >_ 0 
where xo . . .x~,z  >_ O, and f l" '"  fn C F. There must be derivations for which 
w ~=f~ yields nonempty output for at least one 1 < j < n, or else a context-free i:i - -  __ 
grammar would have sufficed for L(G). Choose an arbitrary such derivation and 
one such j,  denoting the string variable wij simply as w. Noting that w may occur 
more than once, possibly with distinct substitutions, consider all such occurrences 
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w±f~, w±Y,2,. . . ,  w ±yjm. In fact, we may erase all other string variables ince the 
definition of substitutions allows them to generate the empty string, and L(G) 
must still contain the resulting output. This effectively leaves a sentential form 
n axwiY, l W±YJ2 .. .  w ±yj,~, where x = ~i=0 xi, the order of a's being unimportant. 
Now, choose a d E A and some a ck c fjk (d) for each 1 < k < m, where at least 
one ck > 0. Using d y c A* as a binding of w, the sentential form will generate 
m aXaClya c2y. .. a cmy = a z, where z = x + y ~k=l  ck. Clearly, z can be made to vary 
as a linear function of y with all other elements of the derivation fixed, yet a z c L(G) 
for all y _> 0. Thus, whatever subset of L(G) is generated by y is incompatible with 
the quadratic and exponential growths of the languages given. [] 
Theorem 2.2. The string variable languages are properly contained within the in- 
dexed languages. 
PROOF.  This follows immediately from the preceding two lemmas. [] 
We can also compare SVGs with other formalisms described in the Introduc- 
tion whose generative capacities lie strictly between the context-free and indexed 
languages: 
Lemma 2. 5. There exist string variable languages that are not generated by any 
reduplication pushdown automaton. 
PROOF. The language {anbnc n I n > 1}, shown previously to be generated by an 
SVG, is known not to be an RPDA language (cf. Theorem 6 in [24]). [] 
While the preceding language is a TAG language [17], we note the following: 
Lemma 2. 6. There exist string variable languages that are not generated by any 
tree-adjoining rammar. 
PROOF. The language {www I w E {a, b}*}, generated by the SVG 
(E = A = {a, b}, N = {S}, S, V = {co}, F --- {1}, P = {S --+ co+1o2+103+1}} 
is known not to be a TAG language [17]. [] 
The diagram below summarizes these results; the arrows indicate where lan- 
guages generated by one formalism are a strict subset of those generated by another 
(or, in the case of an arrow with a slash, where they are not a subset). 
CSG 
T 
IG / ,% 
RPDA ~-SVG-++ TAG 
%cT¢/ 
We also leave open the question of polynomial-time r cognition of string variable 
languages, although we will present a practical ogic grammar implementation i
the next section. 
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2.4. A Logic Grammar Implementation 
An exceedingly simple SVG interpreter based on Definition 2.1 can be written as fol- 
lows, assuming the availability of an ordinary DCG translator that recognizes infix 
operators plus, minus, and colon, and that allows them to serve as nonterminals: 
[] +_ - -> [3. 
[HIT]+F --> F:H, T+F. 
[]----> E]. 
[HIT]- F --> T-F, F:H. 
Each substitution in the grammar is then defined as an ordinary DCG rule whose 
left-hand side consists of the substitution symbol, a colon, and the specification 
symbol, and whose right-hand side specifies the substituted terminal strings. For 
example, the identity substitution and the grammar rules for palindrome and copy 
languages could be written as 
I :X --> [X] . Y, identity substitution 
palindrome --> X+I, X-1. copy --> X+I, X+I. 
Note that, as in the formal specification previously, the grammar is independent 
of the alphabet, and in fact, a parse query with uninstantiated input will simply 
produce all possible palindromes or copies of lists of logic variables. Note also that 
the clause order is important in the rule for pal indrome since the left recursion in 
the infix minus rule definition fails to terminate with uninstantiated string variables; 
this can be avoided by always specifying a plus rule for the first instance of any 
string variable, but we can also address this (and certain other problems with the 
straightforward SVG interpreter above) with the following practical alternative: 
term_expansion((F:X - -> RHS) ,Rule) : -  
expand_term ( (apply  (F, X) - -> RHS), Rule) .  
[] +_ - -> [ ] .  
[HIT]+F --> apply(F,H), T+F. 
S-F --> {var(S)}, !, R+I,{-(R,I,S0,[]),+(SO,F,S,[])}. 
[]-_--> []. 
[HIT]-F --> T-F, apply(F,H). 
The term_expansion/2 hook takes care of the fact that many Prolog implementa- 
tions already use the infix colon to specify predicates in modules. In this case, it is 
necessary to substitute for the F : H terms in the substitution definition rules a differ- 
ent predicate, e.g., apply  (F,H). The translator ule with left-hand side S-F traps 
cases where the string variable enters unbound, so that the left-recursive clause of 
this rule would fail to terminate. Instead, we take advantage of Lemma 2.1; this 
rule first binds a substring via a nonleft-recursive R+I, then reverses it (naively), 
and applies the substitution to the reversed string SO. This can be implemented 
more efficiently with a lower-level rule. 
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The counting language grammars given as examples previously can also be easily 
implemented as SVGs, e.g.: 
F:_--> [F]. ~0 function symbol substitution 
aNbNcN--> N+a, N+b, N+c. aNbMcNdM--> N+a, M+b, N+c, M+d. 
Here, the substitution simply transfers whatever function symbol is encountered 
in the production directly to the input string. The anonymous variables given for 
the specification symbols indicate that the symbols in A in this case are irrelevant 
since they never appear and are simply used for counting by being stacked on 
lists. 1 
We can also create a convenient variant of SVG notation that interprets counting 
languages using arithmetic, rather than lists, and uses an infix carat to denote 
"exponentiation" : 
- 0 --> []. 
F^N --> {var(N)}, [F], F^NO, {N is N0+I}. 
F^N --> {nonvar(N), N>0}, [F], {NO is N-l}, F^N0. 
Then, we can rewrite the counting language grammars even more literally, with an 
implicit function symbol substitution rule: 
aNbNcN --> a'N, b'N, c^N. aNbMcNdM --> a'N, b^M, c^N, d^M. 
At this point, it is worthwhile to directly compare SVG with other logic grammar 
formalisms, and in particular, the very general discontinuous grammar (DG) of Dahl 
[1, 8]. A DG allows on both the left- and right-hand sides of rules a new type of 
symbol, e.g., skip(X),  containing a logic variable that can refer to an unidentified 
substring of constituents. The skip variable can thus be used to reposition, copy, 
or delete constituents at any position. DGs for the previous two example counting 
languages would be written as follows [1]: 
aNbNcN - -> aN, bN, cN. 
aN, sk ip(X) ,  bN, sk ip(Y) ,  cN - -> sk ip(X) ,  skip(Y) f 
[a] ,  aN, sk ip(X) ,  [b],  bN, sk ip(Y) ,  [c] ,  cN. 
aNbMcNdM --> aN, bM, cN, dM. 
aN, skip(X), cN- -> skip(X) I [a], aN, skip(X), [c], cN. 
bM, skip(X), aM --> skip(X) I [b], bM, skip(X), [d], dM. 
The notion of binding a logic variable to strings and carrying that binding through 
a derivation is obviously common to both the SVG and DG formalisms (as well 
as several variants of the latter). However, these examples erve to point up some 
key differences. First, skip variables can bind both terminals and nonterminals, 
whereas tring variables are restricted to a distinct alphabet (which, however, often 
1Note that this definition cannot coexist with other substitution definitions, although its ex- 
tension presents no problems, i.e., a:--> [a]. b:_--> [b] . c:_--> [c]..... 
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corresponds to terminals in E). Second, skip variables transmit their bindings 
unchanged, whereas the transformation of bindings via substitutions i a key aspect 
of string variables. For example, a DG could express a copy language in the same 
concise form as an SVG, but would require a standard self-embedding grammar to 
specify a palindrome. Third, DGs allow symbols trailing the initial nonterminal 
on the left-hand side, and indeed are very much in the spirit of metamorphosis 
grammars in effecting movement on deep structures; SVGs, as defined, allow only a 
single nonterminal on the left, but this nonterminal can have attached to it a string 
variable that transmits a binding upon invocation of the rule. 
One of the advantages of the SVG representation is that it is not only more 
concise, but it once again corresponds closely to the set notation description of the 
respective languages. Of course, the economy of expression offered by SVGs comes 
at a price. The "collapsing" of grammar structure into string variables means that 
parse trees scoped by string variables are not possible--indeed, most derivations 
for the example grammars above occur in a single step--nor is it easy to embody 
meaningful natural anguage structures in rule as can be done with logic grammars 
like DG. This difference can perhaps be made clear by the following example (the 
linguistics of which is not to be taken seriously): 
noun:job1 --> [professors]. verb:jobl --> [teach]. 
noun:job2 --> [doctors]. verb:job2 --> [heal]. 
noun:job3 --> [lawyers]. verb:job3 --> [sue]. 
sentence --> X+noun, X-verb IX+noun, X+verb. 
Here, it is imagined that substitutions can serve as lexical entries in a natural 
language grammar, and furthermore, that specifications can be individuated in 
such a way as to capture semantic relationships. A sentence of the first form shown 
might then be thought of as one of nested relative clauses, e.g., "Professors that 
doctors that lawyers sue heal teach," whereas a sentence of the second form could 
express coordinate constructions such as "Professors, doctors, and lawyers teach, 
heal, and sue, respectively." However, the use of string variables does not readily 
allow for such important details as conjunctions, relative pronouns, etc., nor does 
any parse tree serve to shed light on the sentence structure. 
To be sure, the production of meaningful derivation trees is perhaps even more 
important han the weak generative capacity of a grammar formalism in natural 
language applications. The same can be said of biological grammars that describe 
the structure of a gene [29], and even at the level of biological palindromes, the 
author has argued that derivation trees naturally map to actual physical structures 
in a striking manner [28]. On the other hand, there is a sense in which segments of 
DNA that are duplicated or inverted en bloc, or that participate in secondary struc- 
ture as a unitary whole, should be considered as atomic units vie-k-vie a higher-level 
structural description. It may actually be advantageous to "flatten" the structure 
of such features, and instead concentrate on means of capturing their sometimes 
elaborate relationships to each other in the higher-order structure. 
Thus, the utility of SVGs may be limited to artificial mathematical languages, 
and as will be seen, to biological anguages that in some ways are characterized by 
a similar uniformity of structure. We now proceed to review some basic facts of 
molecular biology and to attempt o capture them with SVGs. 
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2. 5. Biological Examples 
Recall that the alphabet of DNA is a set of nucleotide bases, EDN A = {a, c, t, g}, 
and the molecule exists in a double-stranded form in which two strings, running 
in opposite directions, relate such that bases across from each other are comple- 
mentary. This relationship, which permits base-pairing to occur between opposite 
strands, can be described in terms of a substitution d : ~DNA ~ ~DNA in SVG 
notation as 
d : t - ->  [a] .  d :g - -> [c].  d :a - -> [ t ] .  d :c - ->  [g].  
Thus, one strand uniquely determines its opposite, base-paired strand. This, in 
fact, is the basis of the fundamental biological operation of replication, by which 
strings are faithfully copied (actually, as their reverse complements). With SVGs 
designed around d and the identity function 1, it is, of course, possible to specify 
long repeated sequences in DNA, which frequently occur as tandem repeats as in the 
copy language above. It is also easy (and frequently necessary) to specify inverted 
repeats, in which the repeated region occurs on the opposite strand, and thus runs 
in the opposite direction as well as being complementary2: 
tandem_repeat - -> X+I, X+I. inver ted_repeat  - -> X+I, X-d. 
Substrings of DNA are converted to a similar molecule called RNA, whose al- 
phabet of bases differs only slightly: ~RNA : {a, c, U, g}.  This conversion process 
is called transcription, and can be represented with a function r : ~-]RNA --~ ~-]DNA, 
given as an SVG substitution: 
r :u - -> [a] .  r :g - -> [c] .  r :a - -> [ t ] .  r : c - ->  [g].  
Since DNA is transcribed to RNA, it might seem more natural to define the mapping 
in the other direction, i.e., r : ~]DNA --~ ~-]RNA, and since r is a bijection, this is 
permissible. (It is also the case that both directions are permitted in nature: reverse 
transcription is mediated by certain tumor viruses.) We use the first form of r for 
reasons that will become apparent. 
We have noted that molecules of RNA tend to fold up and exhibit base-pairing 
within the same strand, e.g., forming short double-stranded regions called stems 
with protruding unpaired loops at one end. This ability for RNA to base-pair with 
itself and form what is called secondary structure is based on essentially the same 
interactions as occur between complementary bases on opposite strands of a DNA 
double helix (the substitution d above), and indeed between DNA and RNA bases 
during the process of transcription (the substitution r). However, besides being 
based on a slightly different alphabet, base-pairing in RNA secondary structure 
sometimes occurs between the bases g and u in addition to the "canonical" base 
pairs seen in DNA. Thus, in order to specify a substitution s : ~RNA ~ 2 :ERNA 
suitable for secondary structure, we might use 
s :u - -> [a] .  s :g - -> [c] .  s :a - -> [u].  s :c ->[g] .  
s:u --> [g]. s:g --> [u]. ~, non-canonical  base pairs. 
2To denote the substitution +1, we have previously used the logic variable standing alone, and 
for -d, we have used a prefix tilde [26]. The remainder of the substitutions introduced in this 
section are novel. 
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Recall that substitutions are actually set-valued by definition; here, we employ 
multiple clauses in relational style to portray this, but we could also have used dis- 
juncts interpreted as set-valued omains. With this substitution, a rule specifying 
a simple stem-and-loop structure (which assumes the shape of a frying pan with 
the base-paired stem as the handle) would be as follows: 
stem_and_loop --> Stem+l, Loop+l, Stem-s. 
Note the use of the effectively anonymous singleton string variable Loop, which sim- 
ply consumes input without constraint. This corresponds toa gap, a very important 
structure in biological grammars because of the long stretches of DNA that appear 
to be featureless. The rule as written will parse molecules such as gagcuaagaguuc, 
where aag constitutes the loop. Unfortunately, it will, in fact, parse any string by 
simply binding Stem to the empty string; while there are several remedies to this, 
more practical implementations allow for the imposition of constraints on string 
variables, for instance, requiring a minimum length for the stem [29]. 
Finally, some substrings of RNA are converted to yet other molecules called 
proteins, which use an alphabet of 20 amino acids often abbreviated with upper 
case letters; this process is called translation. Each amino acid is specified by 
triplets of RNA bases, mapped by a substitution based on the so-called genetic 
E 3 code, represented by the function p : ~prote in  ----+ 2 RNA defined intensionally as 
p:'A' --> [g,c] ([a] [g]l[c] I[u]).  
p:'B' --> [g,a] ([c] [u]). 
p:'C' --> [u,g] ([c] [u]). 
p:'E' --> [g,a] ([a] [g]). 
p:'F' --> [u,u] ([c] [u]). 
p:'G' --> [g,g] ([a] [g])l [c] I[u]). 
p : ' I '  --> [a,u] ([u] [c ] ) l [a ] ) .  
p:'K' --> [a,a] ([a] [g]). 
p:'L' --> [u,u] ([a] [g])l [c,u], ([a] I [g] I[c] I[u]).  
p:'M' --> [a,u,g] .  
p: 'N '  - ->  [a ,a ]  ( [c ]  [u ] ) .  
p:'P' --> [c,c] ([a] [g]) l  [c] I [u]) .  
p:'Q' --> [c,a] ([a] [g]). 
p:'R' --> [a,g] ([a] [g ] ) l [c ,g ] ,  ( [a ] l [g ] l [ c ] l [u ] ) .  
p:'S' --> [a,g] ([c] [u ] ) l [u ,c ] ,  ( [a ] l [g ] l [ c ] l [u ] ) .  
p:'W' --> [a,c] ([a] [g ] l [c ] l [u ] ) .  
p:'V' - ->  [g,u] ([a] [g] l [ c ]  I [u]). 
p:'W' --> [u,g,g].  
p:'Y' --> [u ,a ] , ( [c ]  [u]) 
Note that there are three termination triplets unaccounted for the codomain of p: 
[u,a,g],  [u,a,a],  and [u,g,a]. These facts, not to mention the lengths of the 
strings in the codomain, fix the directionality ofthe mapping from protein to RNA. 
Besides, although the mapping from RNA to DNA is formally bijective, in practical 
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terms it should not be considered surjective because not all DNA encodes RNA that 
is actually transcribed in vivo. We thus use substitutions to "project" protein to 
RNA to DNA, the reverse of what is termed the central dogma in molecular biology. 
With SVGs based upon p and the identity function, it is possible to specify direct 
repeats in RNA, not of the actual sequence of bases, but rather of the protein en- 
coded by that RNA. For example, a rule of the form prote in_ repeat  - -> X+p, X+p 
would succeed in parsing the RNA auguuucuaauaauguucuugauu in the process 
binding the string variable to [ '  M', ' F ' ,  ' L ' ,  ' I ' ]. Note that the tandem_repeat 
rule does not parse the same str ing--the halves are not identical, except at the 
level of proteins. This capability is biologically significant because similar protein 
sequences can arise by duplication of the underlying DNA (and thus RNA) and, 
while the similarity of those proteins can be maintained over the course of evolution, 
the DNA specifying the same protein sequences may mutate. 
We have previously described (using a somewhat different notation) a large num- 
ber of biological phenomena neatly encompassed by the SVG formalism [26]. We 
repeat here just two prototypic examples: 
pseudoknot - -> X+I, Y+I, X-s, Y-s. 
multiple_repeat (X) --> [] i (X+l IX-d), multiple_repeat (X). 
The first, describing a common noncontext-free motif in RNA,  involves interleaved 
string variables, while the second uses string variables attached to nonterminals in 
order to specify multiple repeats of DNA that can occur in either orientation. The 
current formulation of biological SVGs  represents a refinement of that previously 
presented, in distinguishing between the DNA and RNA alphabets and in offering 
a protein alphabet, all expressed in terms of substitutions, as well as a secondary 
structure substitution. This serves to abstract the information encoded at multiple 
levels, i.e., that involved in the activities of protein, RNA, and the DNA itself, so 
that it can be uniformly specified at a single level. 
Another biological motif we have described previously [28] is the following: 
attenuator --> X+l, X-s, X+l. 
Attenuators are binary control elements found preceding certain bacterial genes, 
that act via alternative secondary structure: when the sequences represented by 
the first two string variables base-pair to form a stem, the gene is turned off, while 
when the last two form a stem (only one stem being allowed at a time), the gene 
is turned on. We here propose a new SVG that better captures this biological 
mechanism, based on a novel form of substitution: 
v:_--> [_]. ~. variable substitution 
attenuator_off --> X+l, X-s, X+v. 
attenuator_on --> X+v, X-s, X+I. 
The varmble substitution is effectively a Cartesian product on alphabets, that is 
to say, v : x ~-~ ~ for all x E A, and in actual implementation simply acts as a 
"spacer" to allow arbitrary strings of equal length to be related. The two grammar 
rules describe the possible configurations of the attenuator, dividing the input into 
three equM lengths and requiring two of them to form a stem. In either case, 
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the third segment could be any sequence, unrelated to the stem. However, the 
biological situation requires that both possibilities coexist on the actual sequence, 
and thus that the string be recognized by both of the rules abovc in effect, the 
intersection of the languages defined by the individual rules. It suffices to simply 
conjoin two separate parse queries. Although this is more elaborate than the first 
rule given, it can be argued that it better reflects the biological semantics, and this 
technique generalized is likely to produce clearer, more modular grammars for the 
overlapping information typical of DNA. (It has been suggested that the same is 
true of natural language; Sadock, for example, has argued that certain aspects of 
morphosyntax are best accounted for by independent grammars for multiple levels 
of linguistic description [23]). 
2.6. Extensions 
The overloading of the language of DNA suggests certain extensions to SVGs that 
would allow for easier manipulation of information present at multiple levels. These 
are described in this section. 
2.6.1. String Variable Composition Grammars. Recall that duplicated proteins 
can be identical in their amino acid sequence, but diverge in the RNA sequence 
that specifies them. In practice, these situations tend to arise in distinct protein 
molecules that are actually translated from separate RNA molecules, so that parsing 
for identical proteins would have to occur on the underlying DNA sequence. This 
could be accomplished by composition of the substitutions described, for example, 
augmenting the SVG translation scheme to handle constructions such as 
protein_repeat --> X+p-r, X+p-r. 
where the left-associative X+p-r means the protein string variable X is first mapped 
to the RNA sequence by +p and then to the (reverse complement) DNA sequence by 
-r .  In fact, DNA database ntries by convention portray the opposite strand to the 
one actually transcribed, so that the sequence resembles the functional RNA; thus, a 
complete translation from such a DNA entry to a protein X could be accomplished by 
the following rule, which uses a string variable attached to the top level nonterminah 
protein(X) --> X+p-r-d. 
Although this notion of composition of substitutions is not encompassed in the 
formalism as defined, it is, in fact, easily implemented in the Prolog translator, 
with the addition of the following rules; 
S0+F0+F --> {+(S0,F0,S, [] ) }, S+F. 
S0-F0+F --> { - (S0 ,F0 ,S , [ ] )} ,  S+F. 
S0+F0-F --> {+(S0 ,F0 ,S , [ ] )} ,  S-F. 
S0-F0-F --> { - (S0 ,F0 ,S , [ ] )} ,  S-F. 
These rules allow for the composition of an arbitrary number of substitutions. 3 
Note that with appropriate alphabets, this also permits ubstitutions to be applied 
3Note that adding these rules necessitates additional cuts in the previous SVG interpreter rules 
for substitutions. 
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to string variables on right-hand side nonterminals, as suggested previously by the 
author [18]. Composition such as that above can thus be handled as follows: 
prote in(X)  - -> rna(X+p). 
rna(X) - -> dna(X-r ) .  
dna(X) - -> X-d. 
In this case, different rules can be thought of as capturing different "levels" of the 
language, distinguished by different alphabets. We generalize the formal definition 
as follows: 
Definition 2. 7. A string variable composition grammar (SVCG) G is defined as for 
an ordinary SVG, except hat: 
1. A is a set of alphabets {A1, A2 , . . . ,  An}, each referred to as a level of G, 
where An = E; 
2. F contains substitutions of the forms f : Ai --~ 2/U and f : A~ --. 2A,*+~, 
including at least one of the latter for each level 1 < i < n; and 
3. The set of symbols on right-hand sides of rules is 
,:I:, = EUNU (V  x -t- x F) U(N  x V x + x F ) .  
That is, the subscripts on nonterminals consist of substitutions of string vari- 
ables, rather than just string variables. Then, it is only necessary to alter the 
binding relation slightly: 
Definition 2.8. For any SVCG, a binding relation between ~* and ~* is defined 
as for an ordinary SVG, but with the following change: 
2.(b) for all B c N for which some ¢i = Ba.,i, ~bi = B.  where v E ~f(w). 
These changes allow us to formalize the notion of grammars that simultaneously 
deal with phenomena t the level of DNA, RNA, and protein. This is a significant 
extension to SVGs, as indicated by the fact that several formal languages that we 
have already seen are beyond the reach of ordinary SVGs can be easily specified 
by initialized SVCGs. Consider {a 2n [ n _> 0}, which is specified by the following 
SVCG: 
(E = {a}, A = {E}, N = {S}, Sa, Y = {w}, 
F = {1, 2}, P = {S~ --* 03 -t-1 I Sw+2}) 
where 2: a ~-* aa for a E E. Clearly, this produces derivations of the form 
S~ ~ S~ ~ S~ ~ S~a~a~ ~ S~n ~ a ~n 
and, in fact, the formal grammar can be implemented in the Prolog system as 
1: X - -> [X]. ~, ident i ty  subst i tu t ion  
2: X - -> [X,X]. ~, doubl ing subst i tu t ion  
double(X) - -> X+l [double(X+2) .  
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This grammar would be invoked with the initialization a, i.e., as double(  [a] ), or 
for that matter, any word could be given as the argument. This is a single-level 
SVCG; an example of a two-level SVCG would be the following formal grammar 
for the language {a n2 I n > 0}: 
(E = {a}, A = {{x, y},E}, N = {S}, S×, V = {w}, 
F = {{q:x  H xyy, q: y ~-+ y}, {a :x  ~-~ a, a:  y ~-+ a}}, 
P = Id> 
This grammar produces derivations of the form 
, 2 
Sx ~ aSxyy ~ aaaaSxyyyy ~ aaaaaaaaaSxyyyyyy ~ a n Sxy2~ ~ a n2 
where the result follows by a simple induction on the lengths of derivations. Once 
again, this can be generated by the Prolog rules 
q:x- -> [x,y,y]. q:y- -> [y]. ~ odd-length substitution 
a:_--> [a]. 7o function symbol substitution 
square (X) - -> [] I X+a, square(X+q) . 
when invoked as square ( [x ] ) .  
2.6.2. String Variable Metamorphosis Grammars. Evolutionary operations such 
as mutation, duplication, inversion, and transposition can be modeled as grammars 
that produce "side effects" on the input string with context-sensitive rules [27]. 
It  has been noted that SVGs as formally defined do not, strictly speaking, allow 
anything beyond a single nonterminal on the left-hand sides of rules. In actual 
implementation, we can relax this restriction to the extent of permitting string 
variables to follow the left-hand side nonterminal, just as strings were allowed fol- 
lowing the nonterminal in the original metamorphosis grammars [7] and in most 
current DCG translators (e.g., Quintus and SICStus). We can extend the SVG 
interpreter to accommodate his as follows: 
term_expansion((NT,SY --> RHS),(NT1 :- RHSI,SVI)) "- 
expand_term((dummy --> RHS), (Dnmmy :- RHSI)), 
expand_term( (dummy --> NT,SV) , (Dummy :- NTI ,SVI) ) . 
With such a string variable metamorphosis grammar (SVMG) translator, we can 
define rules along the lines of 
duplication, X+I, X+I - ->  X+l. inversion, X -d - -> X+I. 
transposition, Y+I, X+I --> X+I, Y+I. 
These and other "evolutionary" rules have been suggested previously [26]. However, 
we can now use our expanded repertoire of substitutions to describe a new set of 
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global operations on DNA: 
rep l i ca t ion ,  X -d - -> X+I, end. 
t ranscr ip t ion ,  X - r - ->  X+I, end. 
t rans la t ion ,  ['M' IX]+1 --> 
_+1, [a ,u ,g ] ,  X+p, te rminat ion ,  _+1, end. 
te rminat ion  --> [u], ( [g ,a ] l [a ] , ( [g ] l [a ] ) ) .  
process ing,  X+l --> X+l, [g ,u ] , _+ l ,  [a ,g] ,  process ing .  
p rocess ing- -> [].  
express ion--> transcription, processing, translation. 
The end nonterminal is a special one that can only succeed when all the input 
has been consumed; it is defined in a DCG simply as end([] , [] ). The rule for 
replication thus binds the entire input to the string variable X, then "replaces" the 
string on the input as its reverse complement. Similarly, transcription from DNA 
to RNA proceeds in a reverse direction, using the r substitution. The modified 
input can be treated as output at the top level, for example, by invoking this rule 
in the form transcription(DNA,RNA), or it can be included as a "preprocessing" 
step in a grammar directed at linguistic analysis of the RNA.  (We have used logic 
grammars in this fashion to mode] similar cascaded processes in domains such as 
signal processing [27].) 
We use a more complicated rule for translation, one that does not simply 
process the entire string, but rather a substring determined by biological signals 
for the start of translation--an [a,u,g]  triplet on the RNA, coding for an M on 
the protein--as well as for the end of translation, using an explicit rule for the 
te rminat ion  triplets. The anonymous string variables at the front and back of the 
rule represent RNA sequence that is not translated, and thus is discarded since it is 
not reflected on the left-hand side of the rule; in fact, a similar approach ought of be 
taken with the t ranscr ip t ion  rule since only substrings of DNA are transcribed 
to RNA, but the flanking signals are much less well understood in this case. 
The process ing  rule accomplishes the "splicing" of messenger RNA alluded 
to earlier. This generally involves the excision of sequences bounded on the left 
by [g,u] and on the right by [a,g],  although this rule is highly simplified in 
that much more information is required to determine splice sites, and in fact no 
current algorithm can predict hem with great accuracy. Nevertheless, this recursive 
rule does capture one aspect of biological reality nicely: being nondeterministic, t 
will allow different combinatorial rrangements of splices, and in many cases, such 
alternative splicing is indeed observed in nature. 
The express ion  rule specifies at a high level the three fundamental steps of gene 
expression. It can be applied against a DNA sequence, and it will successively re- 
place that sequence by RNA, processed RNA, and protein. For example, the gram- 
mar will transform the DNA sequence ccgtat t tacaggatactcagt tacgacatagctga  
into the protein MSIL, where only the underlined bases contribute information to 
the final product. Note that the top-level rule does not describe a concatenation 
of constituents, but rather a time series of steps of gene expression, and essentially 
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accomplishes a composition of separate grammars for those biologically discrete 
steps. The reader may wish to compare this relatively concise (albeit highly sim- 
plified) specification with more traditional grammars for genes we have presented 
previously [26, 29] which, it can be argued, artificially interleave ach of these steps. 
2. 6. 3. Other Extensions. The flexibility of the logic grammar framework, as 
demonstrated above, encourages experimentation, and in the course of developing 
practical grammars, we have had recourse to a number of other extensions. For 
example, the scheme that supports recursion in SVGs is constrained to passing 
a single string variable as a parameter to a nonterminal, but there is nothing in 
the Prolog implementation to prohibit attaching multiple such parameters. We 
have done so freely in a number of grammars, but have not investigated the formal 
consequences. We have also attached numeric parameters to rules in a manner 
reminiscent of stochastic grammars [10]. Other augmentations, some of which de- 
part significantly from the formal underpinnings of SVGs for the sake of practical 
advantage, are discussed in the following section. 
3. THE GENLANG PARSER 
Practical parsing of DNA sequences requires a number of compromises with regard 
to the formalisms which have been presented, as well as additional enhancements 
for the sake of efficiency and convenience. The author and his colleagues have 
developed a domain-specific parser, called GENLANG, which is based on the ideas 
behind SVG and which has already proven useful in syntactic pattern recognition 
of DNA sequences on a very large scale. 
A number of instances have been noted where it is necessary to accept par- 
tial matches to bound string variables (or any other feature in the grammar, for 
that matter). For example, duplicated substrings may have diverged over t ime--or 
distinct substrings may have converged by virtue of assuming a similar function-- 
such that we wish to allow a certain degree of mismatch in parsing them. Biology 
is replete with examples of recognition sites on DNA that allow some "slop" in 
their sequence. GENLANG allows for a notion of the cost of a match, that may 
entail simply counting the number of mismatches, but may also calculate edit dis- 
tances that find the minimum number of mutations that must have occurred, un- 
der some model, between two strings. Still other methods determine similarity on 
information-theoretic grounds, and in fact, arbitrary functions are allowed. 
The extreme length of the input strings in this domain required first that the 
input be maintained, not as a Prolog linked list, but rather as an array of charac- 
ter codes. These arrays, and indeed much of the lower levels of GENLANG, were 
implemented in "C," and this is turn required that the "difference list" parameters 
and associated machinery used to maintain the input in most logic grammars be 
converted to deal with integer indices. A form of chart parsing was instituted, in- 
vplving not only a well-formed substring table, but a bit-vector method for rapidly 
scanning for charted constituents [31]. A facility was also added for creating a hash 
table of the location of all words of a certain length in the sequence, so as to greatly 
speed up certain forms of search. 
Gaps between features of DNA, it was suggested above, can be represented by 
anonymous tring variables that simply consume input indiscriminately. Surpris- 
ingly, in actual implementation, gaps prove to require more attention than almost 
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any other feature of GENLANG, and indeed have attained the status of first class ob- 
jects. This is because, in the course of parsing, gaps represent the "search engines" 
for the features that they precede, and they are the greatest source of nondeter- 
minism in nearly every grammar. Consequently, a great deal of attention is paid to 
making them as efficient as possible. For example, in many instances, it is prefer- 
able not to evaluate a gap when it is first encountered, but rather to "package" it 
and pass it down a parse tree until it encounters an object with which it may be 
combined for more efficient evaluation (e.g., by lookup in the hash table). Such 
"lazy gaps" have also facilitated the incorporation of different styles of search in 
GENLANG. 
These and other features of the practical implementation of GENLANG will be 
described in greater detail elsewhere. In the meantime, however, res'dts in parsing 
actual biological features have appeared, demonstrating the practical utility of the 
system. For example, a grammar for an RNA molecule called transfer RNA, using 
string variables to capture of folded structure in the shape of a cloverleaf as well as 
a variety of consensus rules and other features of the grammar, has been successful 
at finding many hundreds of known examples encoded in DNA sequence databases, 
with sensitivity and specificity exceeding 95% and efficiency rivaling successful pro- 
cedural programs [30]. More recently, grammars have been designed for protein- 
encoding genes with about 50 major rules and a significant amount of auxiliary 
code for heuristics and specialized parse control [9]. This problem is complicated 
by a combinatoric explosion of possible gene structures due to splicing, for which 
others have found it necessary to develop sophisticated dynamic programming and 
other combinatorial optimization techniques. Once again, the carefully-designed 
and optimized grammars proved to be competitive, producing results on a par with 
or better than many special-purpose algorithms that have found wide use in the 
biological community [9]. 
4. CONCLUSION 
String Variable Grammar is a logic grammar formalism specifying languages lying 
strictly between the context-free languages and the indexed languages. Designed 
for a wide array of phenomena observed in biological sequences, SVG appears to 
subsume these in a uniform way and with a clear and concise notation. SVG thus 
represents an appropriate abstraction of such biological features that, furthermore, 
is useful in syntactic pattern recognition applications. The GENLANG implemen- 
tation, albeit a departure from both the linguistic and logical purity of the theory, 
offers a well-founded platform for the incorporation of many speedups and exten- 
sions that make use of the virtues of Prolog as a software ngineering tool. 
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